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RotoCube® Bulletin
Towers put a 4x6 ft.
board in a 21” footprint

No walls needed. It rotates silently with a
finger-touch. It fits neatly in workstations
and in the traffic stream where it grabs
attention. 30 side panel options: magnetic
plain and printed whiteboards including
Quality performance, KPI tracking, cork
and fabric tack-boards, etc. Patented.
Order online factory-direct from
Magnatag.com/Tower.
(800) 624 4154
Video Ships in 3 business days.
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SPIROL’s Latch Pins for
Plastics

SPIROL HP400 Latch Pins are ideal for
plastic handle applications because the
barbed section under the head locks the
pin securely in place while ensuring the
handle pivots freely around the stationary
pin. HP400 Latch Pins will simplify
assembly, improve product quality and
reduce the overall cost of the assembly.
Spirol International Corporation

http://www.spirol.com/library/sub_
catalogs/Latch_Pins_for_Plastics.pdf

Just mount your syringe to the universal
valve mount and convert that tedious,
messy manual dispensing chore to
a smooth and streamlined robotic
application.
The on board processor includes a built
in digital valve/syringe controller and
a compact flash card to store all your
paths and files. No PC required for
operation!
Dispense Works Inc.
(815) 363-3524
Fax: (815) 363-8089
info@dispenseworks.com
www.dispenseworks.com

Quick-Change Tooling Technology
New Water Based
Adhesive from 3M

Precision mechanical locating systems
that provide instant, accurate changeover
for numerous industrial applications. No
more old-fashioned nuts, bolts, wrenches
or hand-tools! Quick-Change cylinder
locks add production time to your
workday! Ideal for precisely and instantly
locating and holding just about anything,
making changeovers and setups simple,
safe and secure.

3M Adhesives
3M is a trademark of 3M Company.
3M.com/1000NFassembly
1-800-567-1639 ext.1828

Tooling Technology LLC
100 Enterprise Drive
Fort Loramie, OH 45845
(937) 295-3672
www.toolingtechgroup.com

3M™ Fast Tack Water Based Adhesive
1000NF offers strength and speed
comparable to solvent based adhesives.
Benefits include zero VOCs and
GREENGUARD® certification. Suitable
for a variety of applications, including fast
bonding (1 to 10 minutes) and a strong
ultimate strength.

Benchtop Robotic
Dispensing System
Made in the USA
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Get A Grip!

Minimat-EC Pistol Grip Cordless
Screwdriver. Torque range of 0.8 – 13
Nm and the highest accuracy available.
Perfect for space-limited areas where
binding air –hoses and cables can
hinder the work process. Meets auto
industry requirements. Light weight and
ergonomically designed. Wireless data
transmission to base station receives
and archives data.
DEPRAG® Inc.
640 Hembry St.
Lewisville TX 75057
(800) 433-7724
(972) 221-8731
sales@depragusa.com
depragusa.com

